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computer simulating this system in the same way would need to keep track of entangled
states that are a vector in a space of 2
N
dimensions, so the computation time would
grow exponentially with N .
The second example involvesN particles moving according to the Schrodinger equa-
tion with one and two particle potentials between the particles. The particles could be
the electrons in a complex atom and the potentials could be the Coulomb potential
between the pairs of electrons and between the electrons and the nucleus. To keep
things simple we will assume that the particles move in one dimension, we will not
anti-symmetrize or symmetrize the wave function and we will assume that the motion
of each particle is limited to a region of length L. Again, we chose a suitable time, t,
and in addition we chose a small distance x  L=2
k
. In the quantum computer the
wave function for each particle is represented by k qubits. For example, the amplitude
that a particle is in the position 73L=2
k
from one end of its region of motion is equal
to the amplitude that the qubits representing it are in the state corresponding to the
binary number 73.
To simulate the portion of the particle's motion due to the P
2
=2m part of the
Hamiltonian the computer rst does a fast Fourier transform on the qubits that carry
its wave function which can be done in k log k time[7, 8]. This gives the amplitudes
for the particle having dierent momentums. The phase of the result is then advanced
by t (P
2
=2mh) and the system is then fast Fourier transformed back to the position
dependent wave function.
The Hamiltonians that are a function of particles position are acted on in turn in
much the same way as the Hamiltonians in the rst example. If a potential, V
ij
, is
a function of the positions of particles i and j then its value is calculated using the
positions represented by the qubits that carry the wave functions for the particles i
and j. Then the phase of the computer is advanced by tV
ij
=h. Since the qubits
carrying the wave functions will typically be in a superposition of states the state of the
computer as a whole will be advanced by a superposition of dierent phases. As before
the computer runs through T=t actions of the Hamiltonian and thenmeasurements can
be made on its state which simulates the system at time T . The whole calculation can
be done it time polynomial in N and k. To take this kind of straightforward approach




amplitudes, and thus would run time which is exponential in N and k.
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